
PREMIUM QUALITY HEAT TRANSFER VINYL



Working Towards Greater Sustainability 
We’re very proud to introduce a world first in our industry, Recycled 
Blended Polyester into all our Heat Transfer Vinyl PET Liners, supported 
by certification from Control Union. Investment will continue as we 
strive for breakthrough technology that allows us to become the first 
manufacturer to produce 100% sustainable and or recyclable HTV.

Our production facilities hold the internationally acclaimed ISO 
14001:2015 Environmental Management System, and in the UK, we use 
only 100% recyclable and or biodegradable packaging, or re-purposed 
packaging we receive from our factory.

Dae Ha UK has eliminated all internal non-recyclable waste being sent 
to landfill by using an “Energy from Waste” facility, which turns what 
would otherwise be landfill waste into electricity for homes. We now 
offer a service to customers, whereby we will ensure your weeded Dae 
Ha HTV and PET Liner will be turned into energy, and not into landfill, 
when returned to us.
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At the forefront of HTV technology since 1986, Dae Ha supplies the 
largest HTV distributors and competing manufacturers who re-brand 
our products, together with major fashion and sportswear clothing 
manufacturers, across six continents.

With an unrivalled quality to price ratio, Dae Ha UK supplies the UK’s 
largest range of own brand HTV and Sublimation Films, currently 
standing at over 300 unique colours and patterns. With continual 
investment in HTV Research and Development, new and innovative 
products are regularly brought on stream, while we expand colours  
and patterns in current ranges frequently too.

With on average two new customers every day, enjoying the benefits that 
buying from Dae Ha UK brings, ranging from home crafters to French 
fashion houses, and from high street printers to the high-street chains, 
we’re proud to put our own name on every order we deliver.

With regular prices increases across our industry these past 12 months, 
can you afford not to Dae Ha, another day longer…?

Dae Ha Korea is 
a leading global 
manufacturer of 
Premium Quality 
Heat Transfer Vinyl, 
with exports to 
over 100 countries.

Find us online @daehauk #mydaeha
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DHO-01
White

DHO-07
Brown

DHO-13
Purple

DHO-19
Sky Blue - B

DHO-25
Camel

DHO-31
Neon Green

DHO-39
Signal Red

DHO-03
Orange

DHO-09
Navy

DHO-15
Lemon Yellow

DHO-21
Maroon

DHO-27
D. Green

DHO-33
Sun Yellow

DHO-41
Pastel L. Green

DHO-42
Rose Gold

DHO-05
Ocean

DHO-11
Green

DHO-17
Gold

DHO-23
Khaki

DHO-29
Neon Orange

DHO-35
Pastel Purple

DHO-37
Pastel Blue

DHO-02
Yellow

DHO-08
Black

DHO-14
Pink

DHO-20
Golden Yellow

DHO-26
Fuchsia

DHO-32
Neon Blue

DHO-40
Pastel Green

DHO-04
Red

DHO-10
Grey

DHO-16
Sky Blue - A

DHO-22
L. Green

DHO-28
Neon Yellow

DHO-34
Beige

DHO-06
Royal Blue

DHO-12
Charcoal

DHO-18
Silver

DHO-24
Aqua

DHO-30
Neon Pink

DHO-36
Pastel Yellow

DHO-38
Pastel Pink

1m+ 5m+ 10m+ 25m+ 100m+

£5.25 £4.95 £4.65 £3.95 £3.75

1m+ 5m+ 10m+ 25m+ 100m+

£5.85 £5.65 £5.25 £4.55 £4.35

One Flex

All information is given as a guideline. We always recommend that you perform a test 
cut and print prior to production. All colours shown are subject to change and may 
differ to what is shown in the brochure. All prices shown are excluding VAT.

Pressing Guidelines

Cut in
reverse

140C

284F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 

8 secs
Peel when  

hot

Standard and Neon colours

You can also apply One Flex at the following settings: 120°C x 15 Sec / 130°C x 10 Sec / 140°C x 8 Sec

Standard colours

Neon colours

Information
•  Perfect for t-shirts, sports shirts, sweatshirts, hi-viz  

garments, caps, bags etc.

•  A clear, light adhesive backing enables intricate  
cutting and registration.

•  Easy to see cut lines.

•  Can be multi-layered. 

•  Can be washed up to 60°C standard and tumble dried 
on a low setting and ironed inside out.

•  Suitable for cotton, polyester, mixtures of polyester/
cotton and polyester/acrylic or similar textiles.

Pricing

One Flex is Dae Ha’s answer to one vinyl to suit all your needs. With the ability 
to cut fine detail, while remaining extremely easy to weed with a smooth 
release and clearly visible cut lines, gone are the days of buying three different 
films for three different jobs. DH One Flex is a hot peel film that will apply to 
garments in just 5 seconds, or with a temperature as low as 120C for those 
heat sensitive garments. Add in multi-layer and superb stretch and rebound 
properties for a perfect all-round vinyl.

DHO-45
Turqouise

DHO-47
Coral

DHO-48
Cherry Red

DHO-43
Terracotta

DHO-46
Slate Grey

DHO-44
Mint

DHO-113
Rich Purple

DHO-120
Tangerine

DHO-103
Vivid Orange

DHO-117
Champagne Gold

DHO-104
Chilli Red

DHO-49
Salmon Pink

5
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1 x 25m roll 2 x 25m roll

£81.25 £73.75

Classic Flex

All information is given as a guideline. We always recommend that you perform a test 
cut and print prior to production. All colours shown are subject to change and may 
differ to what is shown in the brochure. All prices shown are excluding VAT.

Pressing Guidelines

Cut in
reverse

150C

302F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 
10 secs

Peel when  
cold

Standard colours

Standard colours

Information
•  Perfect for sports numbers and large designs.

•  Easy to cut and weed.

•  Only available in 25m rolls.

•  Can be washed up to 60°C standard and tumble dried 
on a low setting and ironed inside out.

•  Dae Ha’s economical PVC film.

•  Suitable for cotton, polyester, mixtures of polyester/
cotton and polyester/acrylic or similar textiles.

Pricing

Classic Flex is an economical heat transfer vinyl with a matt finish. The 
smooth and silky surface gives a luxurious finish after heat pressing. With 
no adhesive on the release liner, Classic Flex is extremely easy to cut and 
weed, add in great wash durability, it’s the perfect film for sport tops, logos 
and large lettering. 

DPV-01G
Silver Glossy

DPV-08
Pink

DPV-20
Orange

DPV-03
Gold

DPV-15
Green

DPV-26
Light Green

DPV-04
Red

DPV-18
White

DPV-02
Grey

DPV-11
Royal Blue

DPV-22
Lemon Yellow

DPV-03G
Gold Glossy

DPV-17
Black

DPV-27
Sky Blue

DPV-06
Yellow

DPV-19
Navy

7
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All information is given as a guideline. We always recommend that you perform a test 
cut and print prior to production. All colours shown are subject to change and may 
differ to what is shown in the brochure. All prices shown are excluding VAT.

Standard colours

White & Holographic

Neon colours

Information
•  Create head turning designs, with this unrivalled  

real glitter film. 

•  Great for fashion, dance, cheerleading, party  
and leisure wear.

•  A thinner and softer feel, ensures a luxurious  
and comfortable feel to the end garment.

•  An adhesive backing enables fine cutting and  
aides registration.

•  Can be washed up to 40°C standard and tumble 
dried on a low setting and ironed inside out.

•  Suitable for cotton, polyester, mixtures of polyester/
cotton and polyester/acrylic or similar textiles.

Pricing

Cut in
reverse

160–170 C

320–338 F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 
15 secs

Peel when hot, 
warm or cold

9

1m+ 5m+ 10m+ 25m+

£7.45 £7.25 £6.95 £6.45

1m+ 5m+ 10m+ 25m+
£8.45 £8.25 £7.95 £7.45

1m+ 5m+ 10m+ 25m+
£8.95 £8.75 £8.45 £7.95

Premium Glitter
Standard colours

Made from real glitter flakes, our world leading “textured” Glitter 
film is available in 43 colour rich options. With a stunning deep 
sparkle effect, our unique production process ensures there is no 
Glitter loss, wash after wash. You can now Sublimation print onto 
the surface of the films, to create truly unique designs.

Pressing Guidelines

DG-01
Silver

DG-07
Lavender

DG-13
Navy

DG-19
L.Green

DG-25
Purple

DG-31
Rose Gold

DG-03
Red

DG-09
Brown

DG-15
Black Gold

DG-21
Grey

DG-27
Confetti Pink

DG-33
Eggplant

DG-05
Blue

DG-11
Holo Silver

DG-17
Green

DG-23
Dark Purple

DG-29
White

DG-36
D. Rose Gold

DG-102
White Granite

DG-02
L.Gold

DG-08
Emerald

DG-14
Pink

DG-20
Confetti Silver

DG-26
Hot Pink

DG-32
Dusky Pink

DG-04
Aqua

DG-10
Black

DG-16
Jade

DG-22
Copper

DG-28
Maroon

DG-35
Pastel Gold

DG-06
Cherry

DG-12
Gold

DG-18
Holo Pink

DG-24
Royal Blue

DG-30
Holo Gold

DG-101
Holo White

DG-304
Neon Pink

DG-306
Neon Blue

DG-302
Neon Yellow

DG-305
Neon Green

DG-303
Neon Orange

DG-307
Neon Purple

Neon colours
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Standard colours

Information
•  Superb elasticity, providing a very soft comfortable  

to wear finish - Great for kids clothing.

•  Creates a Stamping Foil type finish.

•  An adhesive backing enables the most intricate 
designs and final registration.

•  Very easy cut and weed.

•  Can be washed up to 40°C wool cycle and tumble 
dried on a low setting and ironed inside out.

•  Suitable for cotton, polyester, mixtures of polyester/
cotton and polyester/acrylic, similar textiles and lycra.

Pricing

11

1m+ 5m+ 25m+

£5.95 £5.45 £4.95

Our unique CAD-Cut version of stamping foil is great for both 
sporting and fashion designs as it stretches with your garment. 
Applying to virtually any textile, you can cut and weed incredibly 
fine detail. Once applied, you’ll think it was screen printed.

All information is given as a guideline. We always recommend that you perform a test 
cut and print prior to production. All colours shown are subject to change and may 
differ to what is shown in the brochure. All prices shown are excluding VAT.

Cut in
reverse

140–150 C

284–302 F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 

7 secs
Peel when  

warm

DHS-05
Red

DHS-11
Green

DHS-17
Orange

DHS-54
Spectrum Red

DHS-60
Rainbow

DHS-68
Ink Splash Pink

DHS-75
Rainbow Oil

DHS-01
Silver

DHS-07
Pale Rose Gold

DHS-50
Silver Holo

DHS-56
Woodland Camo

DHS-62
Leopard Silver

DHS-71
Holo Bubble Gold

DHS-03
Black

DHS-09
Azure Blue

DHS-15
Gunmetal

DHS-52
Spectrum Silver

DHS-58
Blue/Black Camo

DHS-64
Vintage Floral

DHS-66
Silver Roses

DHS-73
Holorain Gold

DHS-06
Rose Gold

DHS-18
Bronze

DHS-55
Rainbow Camo

DHS-61
Rainbow Round

DHS-70
Holo Bubble Silver

DHS-77
Rainbow Holo

DHS-69
Ink Splash Blue

DHS-02
Gold

DHS-08
Blue

DHS-14
Purple

DHS-51
Crystal Silver

DHS-57
Urban Camo

DHS-63
Leopard Gold

DHS-10
Aqua

DHS-16
Old Copper

DHS-53
Spectrum Gold

DHS-59
Green/Black Camo

DHS-65
Floral

DHS-72
Holorain Silver

DHS-67
Gold Roses

DHS-74
Rainbow Bubble

Stretch Metallic
Standard colours

After peeling the Release Liner, press directly onto the transfer for 3 to 5 seconds.

Pressing Guidelines

DHS-13
Fuchsia Pink
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You can now Sublimation print onto the surface of the films, to create 
truly unique designs. See website for our step by step guide.

All information is given as a guideline. We always recommend that you perform a test 
cut and print prior to production. All colours shown are subject to change and may 
differ to what is shown in the brochure. All prices shown are excluding VAT.

Cut in
reverse

140–150 C

284–302 F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 

10-15 secs
Peel when  
hot/cool

DPH-01
Silver

DPH-07
Sky Blue

DPH-13
Crystal Silver

DPH-19
Spectrum

DPM-05
Purple

DPM-11
Brown

DPH-03
Red

DPH-09
Orange

DPH-15
Fuchsia

DPM-01
Silver

DPM-07
Sky Blue

DPM-13
Copper

DPH-05
Violet

DPH-12
Navy Black

DPH-17
Blush

DPM-03
Red

DPM-09
Royal Blue

DPM-15
L. Green

DPH-02
Gold

DPH-08
Royal Blue

DPH-14
Crystal Gold

DPH-20
Multi-A

DPM-06
Pink

DPM-12
Black

DPH-04
Purple

DPH-10
Brown

DPH-16
Pink

DPM-02
Gold

DPM-08
Aqua

DPM-14
Green

DPH-06
Green

DPH-18
Aqua

DPM-04
Fuchsia

DPM-10
Orange

Holographic & Metallic
Holographic colours

Metallic colours

13

Information
•  Great for fashion, party and leisurewear.

•  A light adhesive backing enables fine cutting  
and aides registration.

•  Easy cut and weed.

•  Can be washed up to 60°C standard (40°C when 
sublimation printed) and tumble dried on a low 
setting and ironed inside out.

•  Suitable for cotton, polyester, mixtures of polyester/
cotton and polyester/acrylic or similar textiles.

Holographic
A fabulous Holographic film that produces a brilliant 
3D effect when viewed from different angles.

Metallic
A true Metallic film in every sense of the word, 
which produces a high reflection / mirrored effect.

Standard colours

Pricing

1m+ 5m+ 25m+

£4.95 £4.75 £4.25

Pressing Guidelines
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All information is given as a guideline. We always recommend that you perform a test 
cut and print prior to production. All colours shown are subject to change and may 
differ to what is shown in the brochure. All prices shown are excluding VAT.

Cut in  
reverse

150C

302F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 
10 secs

Peel when  
cool

DFK-01
Grey

DFK-07
Sky Blue

DFK-03
Red

DFK-09
Navy

DFK-05 
Orange

DFK-02
Yellow

DFK-08
Royal Blue

DFK-04
Pink

DFK-06
Green

DFK-12
Beige

Flock
Flock colours

Pressing Guidelines

DFK-11
White

DFK-10
Black

15

A high quality Rayon 0.4mm flock, providing a lovely velvet finish 
with extremely deep colours for fashion and sportswear. 

Flock

Information
•  Creates a velvet finish, feel and texture for leisure, 

fashion and sports wear.

•  Easy cut and weed.

•  Great alternative to embroidery.

•  Can be washed up to 40°C standard and tumble dried 
on a low setting and ironed inside out.

•  Suitable for cotton, polyester, mixtures of polyester/
cotton and polyester/acrylic or similar textiles

Pricing

1m+ 5m+ 25m+
£7.75 £7.45 £6.95

DFK-13
Burgundy

DFK-15
Golden Yellow

DFK-14
Purple
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All information is given as a guideline. We always recommend that you perform a test 
cut and print prior to production. All colours shown are subject to change and may 
differ to what is shown in the brochure. All prices shown are excluding VAT.

Cut in  
reverse

150C

302F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 
10 secs

Peel when  
cool

Ultra Reflective & Luminous

Pressing Guidelines

17

Information
•  Silver - Photometric values exceed the minimum 

values set by EN ISO 20471 regulations.

•  Create brilliant designs for work and play.

•  Easy cut and weed.

•  PET Release film has an adhesive backing for  
intricate designs.

•  Can be washed up to 60°C standard and tumble dried 
on a low setting and ironed inside out.

•  Suitable for cotton, polyester, mixtures of polyester/
cotton and polyester/acrylic or similar textiles.

Pricing

Ultra Reflective
A highly reflective film used for workwear, creative designs 
for fashion and party wear alike. The adhesive backing 
allows for intricate designs with an easy cut and weed.

Luminous
With a bright and long-lasting glow, our glow in the dark 
Luminous t-shirt vinyl allows you to create stunning designs 
for children and adults. No loss of glow, wash after wash.

Silver Reflective

All Reflective Colours

Luminous

1m+ 5m+ 25m+
£8.45 £8.25 £7.75

1m+ 5m+ 25m+
£9.95 £9.75 £9.45

1m+ 5m+ 25m+
£10.95 £10.45 £9.95

DUR-01
Rainbow

DL-01
Luminous

DUR-03
Black

DUR-10
Neon Yellow

DUR-16
Purple

DUR-08
Neon Blue

DUR-14
Neon Green

DUR-05
White

DUR-02
Silver

DUR-04
Dark Grey

DUR-07
Caramel

DUR-13
Neon Purple

Ultra Reflective colours

Luminous colours

DUR-12
Neon Coral

DUR-11
Neon Orange

DUR-09
Neon Pink

DUR-15
Gold
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All information is given as a guideline. We always recommend that you perform a test 
cut and print prior to production. All colours shown are subject to change and may 
differ to what is shown in the brochure. All prices shown are excluding VAT.

Cut in  
reverse

135C

302F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 
10 secs

Peel when  
hot

Puff PU 

Pressing Guidelines

19

Information
•  A soft 3D Puff PU film, perfect for fashion, party and 

leisure wear.

•  A clear, light adhesive backing enables fine cutting 
design and aides’ registration.

•  Easy to cut and weed.

•  Puff PU is best suited to smaller designs and my not 
puff correctly if too large. We recommend keeping 
solid square /rectangular blocks below 40mm. Heat 
Press testing prior to use is strongly recommended, as 
puffing results may vary depending on the heat press 
conditions. Hot peel immediately, and remove from the 
platen while giving the garment a shake.

•  Can be washed up to 40°C standard. Can be ironed 
inside out on a low setting. Not suitable for tumble dry.

•  Suitable for cotton, polyester, mixtures of polyester/
cotton and polyester/acrylic or similar textiles.

Pricing
Standard Colours

1m+ 5m+ 25m+
£8.45 £7.95 £7.45

DFU-01
White

DFU-03
Golden Yellow

DFU-09
Green

DFU-19
Brown

DFU-07
Purple

DFU-17
L. Green

DFU-05
Royal Blue

DFU-02
Black

DFU-04
Red

DFU-06
Navy

DFU-15
L. Grey

Standard colours

DFU-11
Pink

DFU-10
Orange

DFU-08
Grey

DFU-18
Beige

Our magical easy to create 3D Puff PU. Starting as a thin PU film, it expands 
under a single press to turn your original text / design 3D. 

DFU-21
Turquoise

Remove the release liner immediately and then the heat press, giving the garment 
a shake.

DFU-22
Aqua

DFU-53
Neon Pink

DFU-52
Neon Orange

DFU-54
Neon Green

DFU-55
Neon Blue

DFU-51
Neon Yellow



Shimmer Flex

Chameleon Flex

DCM-01
Pink

DCM-03
Red

DCM-05
Green

DCM-02
Blue

DCM-04
Orange

DCM-06
Violet

Standard colours

Standard colours

Chameleon Flex

Shimmer Flex

Information
•  Superb for fashion, party and leisure wear.

•  Easy to cut and weed.

•  Best suited to white / light colour garments.

•  Can be washed up to 40°C standard and tumble dried  
on a low setting and ironed inside out.

•  Suitable for cotton, polyester, mixtures of polyester/cotton 
and polyester/acrylic or similar textiles.

Information
•  Superb for fashion, party and leisure wear.

•  A clear, light adhesive backing enables ultra-fine 
cutting design and aides registration.

•  Very easy to cut and weed.

•  Can be washed up to 40°C standard and tumble 
dried on a low setting and ironed inside out.

•  Suitable for cotton, polyester, mixtures of polyester/
cotton and polyester/acrylic or similar textiles.

Pricing

Pricing

1m+ 5m+ 25m+

£5.95 £5.45 £4.95

1m+ 5m+ 10m+ 25m+

£8.45 £8.25 £7.95 £7.45

Shimmer Flex is an advanced Glitter HTV, that is super smooth, soft to the 
touch and has good stretch and rebound properties. Shimmer Flex is a superb 
alternative to Premium Glitter, particularly where you require a smooth,  
stretchy transfer, with great effects.

All information is given as a guideline. We always recommend that you perform a test 
cut and print prior to production. All colours shown are subject to change and may 
differ to what is shown in the brochure. All prices shown are excluding VAT.

Cut in  
reverse

150C

302F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 

10-15 secs
Peel when  
warm/cool

Cut in  
reverse

150C

302F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 

5 secs
Peel when  

cool

Pressing Guidelines

Pressing Guidelines

The original colour changing HTV from Dae Ha has been brought back to 
life. Available in 6 fascinating colour changing options, your designs will be 
transformed from the ordinary to the extraordinary.

2120

SPU-01
Silver

SPU-07
Purple

SPU-13
Holo Black

SPU-19
Neon L. Green

SPU-106
Rainbow

SPU-202
Pearl Violet

SPU-03
Red

SPU-09
White

SPU-15
Neon Purple

SPU-21
Geo Black

SPU-108
Illusion Black

SPU-205
Pearl Sapphire

SPU-05
Green

SPU-11
Holo Silver

SPU-17
Neon Pink

SPU-104
Zebra Gold

SPU-110
Rainbow Oil

SPU-208
Pearl Emerald

SPU-02
Gold

SPU-08
Black

SPU-14
Neon Orange

SPU-20
Geo Silver

SPU-107
Pastel Strokes

SPU-204
Pearl Aubergine

SPU-04
Aqua

SPU-10
Clear

SPU-16
Neon Blue

SPU-103
Zebra Silver

SPU-109
Bubble Pop

SPU-207
Pearl Olive

SPU-06
Pink

SPU-12
Holo Gold

SPU-18
Neon Green 

SPU-105
Rainbow Round

SPU-201
Pearl 
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Block Out PU

45D Plus

Silicone Ultra 500 micron

Pricing

Pricing

Pricing

1m+ 5m+ 25m+

£6.25 £6.00 £5.75

1m+ 25m+

£9.95 £9.45

1m+ 5m+ 25m+

£15.95 £15.45 £14.95

All information is given as a guideline. We always recommend that you perform a test 
cut and print prior to production. All colours shown are subject to change and may 
differ to what is shown in the brochure. All prices shown are excluding VAT.

Cut in  
reverse

150C

302F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 
10 secs

Peel when  
cool

Pressing Guidelines

Cut in  
reverse

150C

302F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 
10 secs

Peel when  
cool

Pressing Guidelines

Cut in  
reverse

150C

302F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 
10 secs

Peel when  
cool

Pressing Guidelines

A Block Out film that creates the ultimate barrier to dye migration, from textiles 
such as polyester sports shirts. Prevents colour bleed through and is therefore 
excellent for names, numbers and sponsors logos, where you want your 
transfers to really stand out.

45D Plus PU is our new 450 micron thick high build film - available in  
4 colours. Made from the same superior grade PU that makes our One Flex 
so popular, it’s a superb cost-effective alternative to Silicone Ultra.

Silicone Ultra is our colour rich, 500 micron high build film that has great stretch 
and rebound properties and a natural dye sub block out. The ultra luxurious 
touch provided by the silicone and high build finish means this material will  
truly take your designs to the next level. Available in white and black.

DHSF5-01
White

DHSF5-08
Black

Silicone Ultra

45D Plus

Block Out PU 

DLUS-01
White

DLUS-06
Royal Blue

DLUS-04
Red

DLUS-08
Black

DPUSB-01 
White

Standard colours

Standard colours

Standard colours
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Carbon PU

Pricing

Pricing

1m+ 5m+ 25m+

£13.45 £12.95 £12.45

1m+ 5m+ 25m+

£6.95 £6.45 £5.95

All information is given as a guideline. We always recommend that you perform a test 
cut and print prior to production. All colours shown are subject to change and may 
differ to what is shown in the brochure. All prices shown are excluding VAT.

Cut in  
reverse

140-150C

284-302F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 
8-10 secs

Peel when  
cool

Pressing Guidelines

Pressing Guidelines

Cut in  
reverse

150C

302F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 
8-10 secs

Peel when  
cool

Dae Ha UV Activated PU, that changes colour when you move outside, or inside, 
or sheltered from the sky. Watch as your text / design changes colour, whether 
under cloud or bright sunshine.

Dae Ha Carbon PU, for the racing 
/ aerospace look. Mimicking the 
striking visual effect that is Carbon.

1m+ 5m+ 25m+

£7.25 £6.95 £6.45

Pressing Guidelines

Cut in  
reverse

150C

302F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 
8-10 secs

Peel when  
cool

Pricing

Digital Rainbow
This soft and stretchy chrome vinyl 
comes in our magnificent digital rainbow 
finish. With no loss of brightness or gloss, 
wash after wash, this film will be sure to 
turn heads whatever the design.

1m+ 5m+ 25m+

£8.95 £8.45 £7.95

Pressing Guidelines

Cut in  
reverse

150-160C

302-320F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 
8-10 secs

Peel when  
cool

Pricing

Design Film
Produced by pre-cutting designs into our Holographic and Metallic films to 
create one striking heat transfer film, that takes on a Rhinestone / sequin effect 
when viewed from different angles. Dae Ha Design Film is truly unique in every 
way. This film can also be sublimated.

UV Sensitive
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SubliClear

Pricing per sheet

Pricing per pack

1-9m+ 10m+

£1.50 £1

A4 A3

£9.95 £19.95

All information is given as a guideline. We always recommend that you perform a test 
cut and print prior to production. All colours shown are subject to change and may 
differ to what is shown in the brochure. All prices shown are excluding VAT.

Cut in  
reverse

190C

374F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 

40-60 secs
Peel when  

cool

Pressing Guidelines

Pressing Guidelines

Cut in  
reverse

150C

302F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 
8-10 secs

Peel when  
cool

Our innovative printable media that’s suitable for both Sublimation and Inkjet 
inks. Sold in transparent and white, you have options for both light and dark 
garments. Available in A4 sheets only. 

With an incredibly soft and near invisible finish, SubliClear will allow you to 
Sublimate onto 100% white cotton garments (also suitable for other fabrics), 
like never before. With a finished design looking and feeling as close to screen 
print / DTG as you’re likely to achieve with an HTV. The world of Sublimation 
has just been expanded.

1m+ 5m+ 25m+

£5.95 £5.45 £4.95

Pressing Guidelines

Cut in  
reverse

190C

374F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 
40 secs

Peel when  
warm/cool

Pricing

SubliFlock & SubliFabric
SubliFlock - gives the same superior velvet finish as our Flock. SubliFabric - 
gives a woven textile like finish. Both allow for full colour Sublimation printing 
onto the surface. With the ability to go onto cotton, polyester, mixtures of 
polyester/cotton and polyester/acrylic or similar textiles, light and dark garments. 

1m+ 5m+ 25m+

£8.45 £7.95 £7.45

Pressing Guidelines

Cut in  
reverse

190-200C

374-392F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 

5 secs
Peel when  

hot

Pricing

Sublimation Paper
Dae Ha Sublimation Paper is an all-round sublimation paper for Soft and 
Hard substances. Our sublimation paper gives a fantastic vivid colour finish, 
with fast and precise prints and no curling or folding. Available in A4 and A3 
packs of 110 sheets.

Subli-Inkjet PU

Information
•  You may need to tweak this time and temperature 

depending on the guidelines of the object being 
printed on.

Information
•  Please see our site for application guidelines, as 

these can vary depending on ink type and product 
type selected. 
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500mm Wide 1000mm Wide

Pricing

25m roll

£86.25

25m roll

£173.25

All information is given as a guideline. We always recommend that you perform a test 
cut and print prior to production. All colours shown are subject to change and may 
differ to what is shown in the brochure. All prices shown are excluding VAT.

Print and cut 
directly on film

150C

302F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 
10 secs

Peel when  
cool

Pressing Guidelines
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Printable PU White
A full colour Printable White PU film for designs or logos on leisure, fashion 
and sportswear. With excellent opacity it can be used on both light and dark 
garments. Available in continuous roll lengths of 1-50m in 500mm wide and 
in 25m rolls at 750mm and 1000mm wide, we have something to suit a large 
variety of needs.

1m+ 5m+ 25m+

£4.95 £4.65 £4.25

Pressing Guidelines

Print & cut 
directly on film

140C

284F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 
10 secs

Peel when hot/
warm or cold

Pricing Information
•  Instant drying with bright print results.

•  Gives a matt finish after printing.

•  Suitable for both solvent / eco solvent and Latex inks on 
print and cut machines such as Roland or Mimaki etc. 
Not suitable for Inkjet or Sublimation printing.

•  Compatible with TruVis and Eco Sol MAX 3 inks.

•  Suitable for cotton, polyester, mixtures of polyester/
cotton and polyester/acrylic or similar textiles.

•  Can be washed up to 40°C standard and tumble dried 
on a low setting and ironed inside out. Allow 24hrs after 
application before washing.

•  Environmentally friendly and PVC free.

500m Wide

750mm Wide 1000mm Wide

25m roll

£156.25

25m roll

£211.25

Printable Classic Flex (White) is perfectly suited for large designs such as 
sports names and numbers, logos and lettering, with super-fast weeding 
from the zero-tack release liner, and for where every penny counts. Available 
in 25m rolls at 500mm and 1000mm wide.

Printable Classic Flex

Information
•  An economical PVC film, great for large volume, large 

design work.

•  Gives off a shiny finish once printed.

•  Instant drying with bright print results on light or dark 
garments, with very high opacity.

•  Suitable for solvent / eco solvent inks on print and cut 
machines such as Roland or Mimaki etc. Not suitable for 
Inkjet or Sublimation printing.

•  Easy to stack, pre cut designs.

•  Can be washed up to 40°C standard and tumble dried 
on a low setting and ironed inside out. Allow 24hrs after 
application before washing.

•  Suitable for cotton, polyester, mixtures of polyester/
cotton and polyester/acrylic or similar textiles.
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Transparent & Silver

Pricing

*Please see site for each specific product guideline. All information is given as a 
guideline. We always recommend that you perform a test cut and print prior to 
production. All colours shown are subject to change and may differ to what is shown 
in the brochure. All prices shown are excluding VAT.

Print and cut 
directly on film

150-160C

302-320F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 

10-15 secs
Peel when hot/
warm or cold

Pressing Guidelines
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Printable Block Out
A Printable (Digital) White Block Out film that creates the ultimate barrier to 
sublimation dyed textiles, such as sports shirts. Prevents colour bleed through 
and is therefore excellent for names, numbers and sponsors logos, where you 
want your transfers to really stand out. 

1m+ 5m+ 25m+

£6.95 £6.75 £6.45

Pressing Guidelines

Print & cut 
directly on film

140C

284F
Medium even 

pressure
Press for 
10 secs

Peel when hot/
warm or cold

Pricing
Information
•  Instant drying with bright print results on light or dark 

garments.

• Gives a matt finish after printing.

•  Suitable for both solvent / eco solvent inks on print and 
cut machines such as Roland or Mimaki etc. Not suitable 
for Inkjet or Sublimation printing.

•  Not suitable for Eco Sol Max 3 or TrueVIS inks.

•  Can be washed up to 40°C standard and tumble dried 
on a low setting and ironed inside out. Allow 24hrs after 
application before washing.

•   Suitable for cotton, polyester, mixtures of polyester/
cotton and polyester/acrylic or similar textiles.

•  Environmentally friendly and PVC free.

Transparent – Eliminate the need for weeding on very fine designs, this 
clear film shows the garment through un-printed areas. Suitable for white 
and light garments.

Silver - Providing a slight reflective finish this is a film for those wanting 
something a little different from the norm...

Luminous - Creates stunning Glow in the Dark printed designs, with a bright 
and long-lasting glow, this film is great for fashion, party and leisure wear.

Glitter - Provides a unique shimmering glitter effect, for use on both light 
and dark garments. Go on...give your garments some wow!

Printable Films

Information
•  Instant drying with bright print results.

•  Suitable for both solvent / eco solvent and Latex inks on 
print and cut machines such as Roland or Mimaki etc. 
Not suitable for Inkjet or Sublimation printing.

• Not suitable for Eco Sol Max 3 or TrueVIS inks.

• Please visit our website for application guidelines.

•  Can be washed up to 40°C standard and tumble dried 
on a low setting and ironed inside out. Allow 24hrs after 
application before washing.

•  Suitable for cotton, polyester, mixtures of polyester/
cotton and polyester/acrylic or similar textiles.

1m+ 5m+ 25m+

£4.95 £4.65 £4.25

Luminous

1m+ 5m+ 25m+

£10.95 £10.45 £9.95

Glitter

1m+ 5m+ 25m+

£8.95 £8.45 £7.95
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Additional Products

Power Weeder & Tweezer
Essential accessories for the weeding / removal of all excess HTV. 

1+

£5.95 

Colour Charts
A4 and A5 cards showing the colour options for a variety of Dae Ha’s 
products. Each colour chart is made up from real pieces of vinyl, to 
give you and your customers a true reflection of colour. The perfect 
option to have on your desk when ordering and in your shop to show 
your customers all our colour options. Prices vary depending on 
amount of colours, please check our site for pricing.

Vinyl Lift Off Remover

Power Tweezers

Power Weeder

Application Tape
A clear application tape, for use with our Printable and Sublimation 
films. With its easy to peel paper release liner, you can use this 
application tape up to 5 times or until the tack runs out. Available 
in 250, 500 and 750mm wide rolls.

500mm wide 250mm wide - 2 rolls

1m+ 25m+

£1.50 £1.30

25m

£30

750mm wide

25m

£49.75

Dae Ha Heat Tape
High performance Heat Tape used for applying sublimation paper to a 
variety of surfaces before pressing. 

1+ 2+

£6.95 £5.25

AlbaChem Vinyl Letter Removing Solvent completely removes vinyl letters / 
designs, Tagless labels and residues from most fabrics.

Information
• Most powerful adhesive and residue remover.

•  VLR does not contain Methelyne Chloride 
(Dichloromethane) or Carcinogens, as per most other 
vinyl removers.

•  The Yorker spout allows for easy application 
minimising waste.

•  Vinyl Letter Remover saves you time and money by 
dramatically reducing “seconds”.

•  Highly effective fast drying and odourless once dry.

•  Approved by global brands.

How to use VLR
•  Apply from the backside of the transfer, using a finger 

on top of the transfer to aide location.

•  Apply small drops of VLR to the back of the transfer. 
For very small detail, apply using a cotton bud or 
similar.

•  Allow the VLR to soak in (do not rush), then lightly 
stretch the fabric to release the hot melt bond from 
the fabric.

•  Peel away the transfer from the front side, using a 
palette knife (or similar) or your finger nail.

•  If residue is showing when starting to peel a letter, wait 
approx. 5 more seconds.

•  If any hot melt residue remains, or staining occurs, 
apply VLR to a clean (preferably white) cloth and rub 
until removed. Repeat the process if necessary.

•  Always perform a test in a discreet area first.

•  Some HTV will take longer to remove, than others, 
this is dependant on the base film construction. We 
strongly recommend you test VLR before use. Do not 
use on acetate fabrics.

Available in 9mm x 66m

Easily replace mistakes with VLR
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LTS 609
Pneumatic XXL-press - 100cm x 90cm.  
For full garment sublimation.

Designed for Life…

LTS 138 SLIDE
Our most popular single press - 38cm x 40cm. 
Opens and swivels automatically.

LTS 750 
The fast selling double Pneumatic Press - (2x) 40cm x 50cm.

For high capacity garment printing.

Lotus Presses 
About Lotus
With customers such as Prada, Adidas, Dolce Gabbana, Reebok, YSL & Puma, 
Lotus Press can stand shoulder to shoulder amongst these global heavyweights. 

Hand built in Italy since 1972, Lotus presses use high grade European sourced 
materials, electronics and wiring to ensure their longevity that surpasses all 
others, and with a UK/EU directive for sustainable electrical items / “right to 
repair” law, which came into effect last summer, it puts decorator equipment 
and especially heat presses, in the spot light for greater sustainability, and where 
Lotus has you covered.

Leading Europe in its industry, Lotus presses are available in manual,  
semi-automatic or pneumatic versions, and custom presses and unique 
features are a speciality. The unique Mika-Tech smart heating technology 
provides the most accurate and even heating of the platen on the market, and 
all presses are ergonomically friendly and effortless to use day in day out, no 
matter how hard they’re worked. Lotus presses are extremely durable, reliable, 
robust and sustainable.

Lotus and Dae Ha continue their Heat Press promotion, whereby you’ll receive 
an eWallet credit on the Dae Ha website that you can spend against multiple 
orders for the HTV they manufacture. Worth 20%* of the value of the press you 
purchase, with no time limit on the eWallet *Total order value(s) including VAT 
and any applicable delivery charges.

Heat Press Accessories 
Various standard heat press support plates are available to suit all your needs 
from kids garments, breast pockets, sleeves, ladies t-shirts and many more. 
Lotus can also make custom sizes if you have a specific requirement.

34

Lotus Cap Set

Lotus Support Plates Lotus Support Plates
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UK Head Office
3 The Forum
Icknield Way Industrial Estate
Tring, Hertfordshire, HP23 4JY

01442 899945

sales@garmentfilms.co.uk
www.garmentfilms.co.uk


